
 
 

‘Techno Maniac’ by Immense Sounds is seven outstanding Techno Rave Construction Kits featuring 
WAV, MIDI, and Serum Presets. 
 
Techno Rave is an electrifying genre combining the pulsating beats of techno with the high-energy 
atmosphere of rave culture. It blends fast tempos, repetitive rhythms, and synthesized sounds, creating 
an immersive audio experience. Techno Rave events are characterized by their vibrant light shows, large 
crowds, and all-night dancing. Pioneering artists like The Prodigy and Moby helped shape the genre, 
infusing it with elements of acid house, hardcore, and trance. Today, Techno Rave continues to evolve, 
maintaining its status as a central pillar of electronic dance music culture worldwide. 
 
This top-quality pack is inspired by all the Techno Rave artists worldwide. You have everything here to 
create your next Techno Rave anthem or it could be a great addition to your existing projects. Bringing 
you a harder edge to your Techno productions featuring wav stems such as Synths, Gates, Strings, FX, 
Leads, Arps, Pads, Plucks, Basses, Vocals, Percussion, and more, MIDIs, and Serum Presets. 
 



Product Details: 
 
7 x Full Top Quality Techno Rave Construction Kits. 
355 x Total Files. 
240 x 24-bit WAV files. 
60 x MIDI Files. 
55 x Serum Presets. 
All Kits BPM & Key-Labelled. (Kits BPM 130 – 140). 
1.6GB Zipped | 3.01GB Unzipped. 
Everything is 100% Royalty-Free. 
 
Please Use Serum 1.36b8 Or Higher. Please Note: Keep your software legal and up-to-date to avoid any 
issues when loading your new presets. 
 
About Presets in This Pack 
 
Some presets may not be included in the kits because real instruments or layered samples were used, in 
most cases the MIDI is available so you can create your sound from them or use the WAV stem instead. 
Please note to beginners if you do not own the above VST Instruments the supplied WAV files are in 
each kit to be used instead of the VST instruments or you can still use any virtual instrument of your 
choice with your own presets or bought presets to assign the vst instrument to the MIDI files and create 
your sound, by all means, use the included VST Instruments presets if you have them royalty-free. 


